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Paul shakes Uniline manager's hand at the warehouse

Paul celebrates his 42-year career at Uniline Australia
It’s not every day you hear about an employee who has worked their entire career at one
company. EPIC participant Paul began his career at Uniline Australia in 1979 and today
celebrated his retirement after 42 years at the company.
Paul, who has Asperger’s, joined the Uniline team when he was 17 years old and has
become a staple of the workplace and fountain of knowledge.

Paul's long-term employment success

Creating inclusive and healthy workplaces
Here at EPIC, we strive to lead by example. This month, we're sharing stories from our own
staff about how their lived experience with disability and mental health and their passion for
helping others is shaping their work.
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Rachael: ADHD is my
strength, not a barrier

EPIC consultants talk mental
health and work

What do you picture when you imagine
someone with ADHD? Is it a young boy,
unable to sit still in class?

Mental illness can affect anyone at any
stage of their life.

No two people with ADHD are the same,
and Rachael, one of our EPIC Employment
Consultants, is sharing her experience as
an adult female with ADHD to raise
awareness.

As part of Mental Health Month, we chatted
with some of our mental health consultants
to learn why they are passionate about their
job, the role employment plays in your
mental health, and their advice on how to
better support mental health.

Read Rachael's story >>

Start a meaningful conversation >>
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Phone: 13 EPIC (13 37 42)
Email: hello@epicassist.org
Web: epicassist.org
Donate: fundraising.epicassist.org
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